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WHEREFORE,Petitioner prays that theFloridaCommission onHumanRelations enter its order prohibiting the
discriminatorypractice andgrantingsuch affirmativerelief&smayhejust and equitable in this cause.
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KATHY BROWN
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EEO case
FCHR case #;

May 5, 2004
r
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Dear Sirs/Madams:
A vP.c

ippomtedAvitb the decision that was made in reference to my
<7 ^VM y. I have invested over 16 years of my life to the State of

Florida in hopes of securing a retirement for my future. I pride myself in quality work
and knowing my job. So why now does an apparent bump in the road appear in my path?
It is because I choose to stand up for my constitutional right to a work place free of
discrimination and harassment. Let me be the first to admit I was having an unbelievable
bad year with luck. I was still grieving my son’s death, I had a near fatal car wreck, and
while I was still recovering from the wreck my husband was deployed to Iraq with the US
Army. I knew I needed help dealing with all of this once I returned to work so I
voluntarily enrolled in the Employee Assistance Program. During this time I also applied
for a voluntary demotion to help relieve some of my stress following the outcome of my
first EEO case. Little did I know that my Employer would take this opportunity while
under a new probationary period to retaliate against me for my prior EEO activity. They
knowingly, willfully and intentionally set out to destroy my life. I was blind-sided.
While still receiving EAP counseling and medical treatment for emotional and physical
stress I was terminated. How can Management say I was not trying to improve myself? I
was trying to get better with no help from them I assure you. I was left with NO JOB,
NO HEALTH CARE, AND MORE STRESS. They took this opportunity to
manipulate the system in their favor. Who in their right mind at age 48 would give away
a prosperous career only to start over. My record should speak for itself. Is there no
justice for the little man? How can this be justified? I have been actively looking for
employment, but have found none. It is hard trying to explain being fired from a job after
16 years of service, not to mention not knowing the type of recommendations the State is
giving me.

I am greatly disa
EEO case #

If'

My rebuttals and concerns are as follows.

1. The State claims I was counseled about absenteeism and tardiness, but I was not. My
absences were either due to medical conditions or appointments with my Physicians to
include the EAP counselor.

Page 1



.-2PWGEEO case
FCHR case #:

2. The State presents my demotion to you as if it was involuntary. My decision to take a
demotion was voluntary (see written request). It was not a part of any type of progressive

discipline.

3. I have also included evidence of my car wreck, which left me unable to work for

several months (see newspaper article).

4. The State further boasts of several written complaints discussed with me. These

complaints were discussed during a meeting that I original asked for to discuss problems

that I had with the way I was being treated by supervision. I also tried to explain the

situation that may have led to the clients being upset. I even gave Management a

witness’s name who intervened when a client became belligerent with me. We are in a
business were people are not always happy with the outcome of their assistance. It is

understandable that complaints will be made in hopes of causing inconvenience to the

worker they were assigned. Also, other employees receive complaints. However,

selective discretion by Management is used to counsel personnel.

5. What about the Family Medical and Leave Act? Is it none existent? All my medical

conditions are family medical leave coverable. I had absence plus treatment coverage for

my car accident injuries. I have diabetes and hypertension covered under the chronic

conditions clause. For my clinical depression that is covered under the absence plus

treatment clause. So why am I being disciplined for absences covered under the Family

Medical and Leave Act? Why is the State of Florida being allowed to disregard this
Law?

Your reconsideration in these matters is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

Kathy Brown

{ fcJjhvu
Page 2
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Dana Miserez / The News Herald

Troopers with the Florida Highway Patrol investigate a single-vehicle accident on South Bear Creek
Road where Kathy Hill Brown of Panama City crashed her Dodge pickup truck into a sycamore tree.
A" , **

Crash victim in serious condition
* m - hole,” Francis said. “She hit the condition about 9 p.m.

culvert in my driveway and went Wednesday night,
airborne. The truck didn’t touch

D A N I E L J A C K S O NV .-r. T H E N E W S' ' H E R A L D
Troopers did not report that

Brown was speeding when she
lost control. But,
Francis said she

ground until it hit that sycamore
40 or 50 feet away.”

Francis said he ran

A Panama City woman was
seriously injured Wednesday
afternoon when she lost control of
her truck on South Bear Creek
Road, hit a culvert and slammed
into a tree.

• Kathy Hill Brown,47,waswest-
bound on South Bear Creek
Road about 2 pun. when she ran
off the road, the Florida Highway
Patrol reported. She was not
wearing her seatbelt.

South Bear Creek Road is off
U.S. 231 in northeast Bay County.

Don Francis said he was in his
front yard when he saw Brown’s
truck hit the culvert in his drive-
way.

“I had just gotten through hol-
lering at my dog for digging a

“She hit the culvert
into his house * and in my drivowoy and
called 911. Then he went airborne.The
grabbed a blanket, truck didn’t touch
ran to the wreck and ground until it hit
put it on Brown while that sycamore 40 or roadway,

they waited for an 50 feet away.”
ambulance. — Don Francis

appeared to be trav-
eling well above the

• 25-mph speed limit
when she left the

He said speeding •

is a big problem on
South Bear CreekBrown was lying in

the passenger seat
unconscious, but she was breath-
ing, Francis said.

Road.
The accident is under investiga-

tion, and charges axe pending,
She appeared to have suffered Highway Patrol investigators

serious head injuries from striking said.
the windshield, he said.

Medical technicians responded B The writer can be contacted at
and took Brown to Bay Medical djackson@pcnh.com
Center, where she was in serious
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RESPONDENT HAS VIOLATED THE (Check One)
FloridaCivilRightsAct of1992, AsAmended

T^l FloridaFairHousingAct, AsAmended,OR

IN THE MANNER SPECIFICALLY DESCRIBED BELOW:

r»i» f <**»
3 CI- 2*
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^ AM 9• /9

1. Refuse to hold meetings in English .
fefose&Tiinely repairs for the'elevator

Treated me differently based on they said perceiving me to have a mental disability.

rLEiiEE REE ATTACHED PAPERS FOR HI DETAILS OF ALL FACTS.

THE DISPUTED ISSUES OF MATERIAL FACT, IF ANY, ARE AS LISTED BELOW:

After asking Es. Lopez to hold the board meetings in English she responded that most of the

people that attend the meetings are mostly Spanish and only speak Spanish and I would not

understand and I should not attend the meetingfor that i have a physical disabilityreason.
and the respondent lias faildd to property maintain & repair the elevator ina=a. +.-imply

The respondent perceives me to be mental dis abiled and has treated me differently beoause
of this and. encourged others to do so. /

H THE ULTIMATE FACTS ALLEGED & ENTITLEMENT TO RELIEF ARE AS LISTED BELOW:

Discrimination againest my national orgfn- Discrimination a.gairmt n BPrgnn f-be-M c?

disabiled, * Comments about ms being mental disabiled. That the respondent apolyize in

writing for and refrain from harassing1 me ‘as she ha,s done in the oast by referring

And by encourging other tenants to treatment d.i ffpypnfiv w- i ^r .- - — — - — ** 1 *-*— v . »/ “O

to mo

as La Loca ts e.o as 19 9 9

bein' g mentally disabled when I am not, thereby slandering my name and creating a hostile
toenvironment^* Notethat ( [_ I am entitled to tbs relief because respondents have deprived me of my_) additional pages have been initialed, dated and attached

right
to the full use and enjoyment of my

K*home* ^53WHEREFORE,Petitionerprays that theFloridaCommissiononHuman Relations enterits order pro
discriminatorypractice andgrantingsuchaffirmativereliefasmaybejust and equitablein this cause. *%
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Section 3- Describe the facts which you intent to prove at the formal hearing which
demonstrates that an unlawful Employment practice, a Housing Discriminatory
Practice, or a Public Accommodation Discriminatory practice occurred.

1. I will prove that Ms Tiffany Underwood did not do this investigation in^a fair 'r^and correct manner in the Determination of no reasonable cause decision^'/; 4
will point out several areas that are in this investigation that should
and the way it was conducted by Tiffany Underwood. In a letter in w h i c h L v p *

will present at the hearing dated March 3, 2004 that I wrote to Mr. Derick
Daniel showed that I disagreed with the way Ms Underwood was conducting
the investigation I will discuss in more detail at the time of the hearing. I will
also bring to your attention at the hearing the respondent defenses that are
untrue. Ms Collins and her untrue statements. I will also prove in the hearing
about the elevator and the Board Association meetings held only in Spanish,
and statements that Ms Lopez also targets other Americans within the
Tempo condo complex. I will also will provide you with letters from other
tenants about the meeting in Spanish only and that they are targeted also
from Alicia Lopez. I will present you letters from friends and family
members that state they have no knowledge of the complaint ever having a
history of any mental health problems. I also will provide you with tenants
signed a written statement that 1 have no problems with them. I will provide
a letter from my nurse’s aid stating that she does my laundry.

A
<2 /<

Section 4- State the critical facts of the case which are contested.

1. Ms Underwood was made aware that the reason why mental was checked on
the original Housing Discrimination on several occasions by me and Heather
Lee Finn there was conversations that the reason why it was checked Heather
based that on Ms Lopez made a statement that is in the domestic violence
division case that Ms Lopez tried to take me into court last year to obtain a
restraining order but was denied it because there were no grounds for
granting one. Ms Finn and I had a conversation about this on checking
mental she said that since Ms Lopez perceives me to have a mental disability
based on the statement it should be a basis for discrimination though I do not
have one, since I am being treated differently because she alleges I do when I
do not Ms Finn explained this to Ms Underwood however Ms Underwood
appears to have misinterpreted this and sought to prove 1 have a mental
disability when I do not. 1 have no history or present of any mental illness.
This investigation ignored my physical handicap condition and national
origin because of Ms Underwood focused on the mental which should not
have been done.

2. My doctor was treating me for Psoriatic Arthritis, Osteoporosis, High Blood
pressure, and hypertension diabetes and for my recovery from surgery. On
February 18th, 2004 Ms Underwood after telling me she no longer needed to

Ttetu QfaH



call the doctor as stated on page 7 in the document. Ms Underwood focused
on the mental she ask the doctor if she had ever treated me or referred me for
any mental health treatments for mental illness, the doctor denied doing so. I
wrote a letter to Mr. Daniel where I voiced my concerns about the
conversation that took place between Ms Underwood and the doctor like I
stated behind my back and without my permission a personal conversation
took place about me that is not relevant to this case. I ONLY GIVE
PERMISSION TO DISCUSS MY MEDICAL RECORDS SINCE MENTAL
IS NOT IN MY MEDICAL RECORDS WHY WAS IT DISCUSSED? Also I
would like to bring to your attention on page 7 where the doctor writes
several remarks that I will bring out in the hearing.

3. On page 4 January 6, 2004 there was a conversation that took place with the
respondent about the typo. When Ms Underwood spoke to me she told me
there was a mistake on their part and the mistake is that they are admitting to
something, on the letter to Derick Daniel I voiced my concerns on this that I
did not agree that Ms Underwood should have called them and told them to
correct it however Ms Underwood would not tell me what mistake was but
she was going to give them a chance to fix it. They never corrected it so Ms
Underwood went out of her way to have them do so.

4. In a conversation with Ms Underwood she told me about a conversation that
took place with Mr. Carlos Caso the respondents attorney talked about the
meetings. That they had a vote between the board members to only hold the
meetings in Spanish.

5. On page 4 March 8th, 2004. Spoke to Ms Collins about the meetings how
would Ms Collins know anything about the meeting she never attends them?

6. On March 20th, 2004. Witness Collins said that Ms Lopez did not tell me I
should not come to the meetings. However she did and she also told Ms
Collins not to attend for the same reason that most people who attend the
meeting only spoke in Spanish and she and I would not understand them. It
was not for the reason she was scared that Ms Collins would back and notify
her landlord and it was in my belief discrimination against non- Hispanic
Americans.

7. On March 81\ 2004. Ms Collins was asked about the elevator she stated the
elevator does break down and immediate action is taken? That is untrue Ms
Collins knows that many times when the elevator breaks down it may take
days or weeks before it is fixed. Ms Collins said also that I can take steps and
I can walk well that is true about the steps but to walk long periods of time or
go down the stairs I can’t I still go to therapy 3 times a week it has been 1
year after surgery and I still can’t walk without after a few minutes I have to
sit down. I go to therapy and have documentation.



8. On March 8th, 2004. Ms Collins stated she knows the complaint is not right,
but she can’t explain how? She can’t explain how? She is right she can’t
explain how because there is nothing to explain about me. She stated she is
the only person that can tell the minute the complainant is going to change
her moods. The incident that Ms Collins describes that’s true Ms Collins is
the one that cut my tires as someone saw her and her friend by my car that
night and the next day my tire was flat. What did she want me to do not react
and say anything to her about the tires what did she want me to jump up and
down in joy? I responded hastily to that situation, however we remained
friends for sometime after. Ms Collins misstated that I have no recollection
about what happen in the parking area I remember everything.

9. Witness Collins misstated that when 1 was in the hospital I called her I did
not I was not in a hospital I was in a place where they give rehab therapy for
my leg. Ms Collins stated that she went to the hospital however 1 know for a
fact she can’t tell you where 1 was because I did not call her. I know for
another fact Ms Collins does not know her way around Miami veiy well
without help from someone else to take her there. I was not even talking to
Ms Collins at that time, since my leg had been broken after being attacked by
her girlfriend. I will go in into complete detail at the hearing if needed.

10. Ms Collins also stated that I went in the laundry room and removed the
clothes out of the machine throw them in the garbage or the floor what day
was this done? I have no knowledge of me ever doing this. First of all I rarely
go in the laundry room unless I have to, if my aid does not come on the day
laundry is done or if I have excessive amounts of laundiy I may try to help
out and it is during the day time when Ms Collins is at work how can she see
me doing anything?

11. Page 10 Ms Collins disputes complaint and stated that the respondent has
told her she is afraid of me. The respondent walks past me in the hallway all
the time. I have a statement signed by several neighbors to show that all
neighbors do not have a problem with me. 1 really should not even address
the statement about the shoes and I will not for the reason it has nothing to do
with this complaint why did Ms Underwood even take the time to type that in
where is her professionalism?

12. Respondent Oneida Morano denies any discrimination against the
complainant? There are two issues in which Ms Moreno discrimination took
place. First is the Board Association meetings Ms Moreno is well aware they
only hold them in Spanish only and I am not the only person that attended
the meetings that they encountered that the meeting was conducted in only
Spanish 1 will bring forth at the hearing with statements from other persons
that attended and experienced discrimination. Second is the elevator was not
up to code back in December 2003 prior to that the elevator was not up to

'HtoA& .a/'tN •town



code I had to ask P&M over and over again to fix it and get it to code I am the
one that called the City of Miami elevator section and got a inspector out here
to make them get it up to code and give P&M a certain amount of days to get
it up to code and then inspector came back to make sure it was up to the code.
Then in February the elevator started to act up and when the door opens the
grid was not even with the floor and it was impossible for me to go in and out
of the elevator in my wheelchair I could not get in for the reason it was so
uneven I could not roll in I had to get help if no one was around I would have
to sit there and wait on someone to come along that was willing to help me
and hope that they would stay to help me out for the reason when I came
back in the elevator when the door opened the grid was still uneven and when
I roll out in the wheelchair I was scared I had to back up in order to get out
when I backed out being that it was not even I was scared that I would tip
over the wheel chair and fall to the floor so again I had to wait to until
someone was around and help me out. This went on from February 2004 to
March 2004 and I called P&M over and over to tell them to please call the
company to get it fixed, would call again and the secretary she would tell me
every time I call “ I thought they fixed it” and she would say I will call again.
March came it still was not fixed I would call again to P&M and she would
say the same thing like always “I thought it was fixed” it was never fixed.
March 7th, 2004 came on a Sunday 1 had to go down the elevator in my
wheelchair someone helped me in and when I came back up no one was
around to help me out so 1 went up and down several times to see if the grid
would get even with the floor1made several more attempts on the last
attempt I went down and Ms Lopez was standing near the elevator laughing
at me I went back up and there was a young man there I ask to please help
me out and he did and that was the last time I was ever going through that
with the elevator. When Monday March 8th, 2004.1 called P&M I was willing
to give them another chance to get it fixed. The afternoon came still not fixed.
1 then got on the phone with the elevator company and asked dispatch if
anyone called for repair for Tempo they said NO so all the other times when I
called P&M they never called either? I wasted my time calling P&M for one
month and 1 week begging them to get it fixed they would lie to me and tell
they called, they would say M 1 thought it was fixed”. That was one of there
ways of harassing me they knew I needed the elevator to have access in and
out of the building without the elevator I could not go any where. I am a
person with a disability I’m protected under the FHA and ADA and should
have the elevator working so I can have access in and out of the building. And
P&M said they are not discriminating against me, and then what do they call
it? 1 called channel 10 to see if they would do a story on problem solvers they
came on Tuesday morning and it aired on Friday March 12th, 2004. At 6pm.
There is no reason why I had to go to a 3rd party to make Once again P&M
get it fixed why they did not fix it when I first called and complained? I will
tell you why they ignored me and refused to get it fixed. When channel 10
went to talk to P&M channel 10 was taping them the first remark that was
said from Oneida Moreno “I was a problem tenant”, just like channel 10 told
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her what does that have to do with the elevator getting fixed? Channel 10
aired it after without them it still would have been broken. In there statement
it reads I never said anything to the respondent well I called P&M more then
10 times and I’m sure they told Ms Lopez.

13. Witness Acosta can you please tell me who this is I have no knowledge of this
person or had any dealings with him/her? And please let me know what
minor children? I can’t defend my self of something I have no idea of.

14. Alicia Lopez in her written statement said that she never told me I could not
come to meetings, yes she did and others as well. Yes there has been problems
in the past that Ms Lopez called the police for things such as a bag of garbage,
she would call the police for no reason at all, the police got so tired of coming
here every time she called them they told her in front of me to stop calling
them for little problems. Ms Lopez stated that I caused damaged to her unit
by banging on the wall, due to my health problem I have Psoriatic Arthritis
that damaged my fingers and hands my bones are very brittle and my
strength is weak I would never do more harm and damage to myself trying to
crack her wall. I know we have two separate walls now for me to crack her
wall I have to make a hole in my wall first I see no holes in my wall. In the
hearing I will show the panel the damage in my hands. Respondent states that
in her written position statement that she has violated or caused the
complainants rights to be violated she admits all she as done to me?

15. Ms Moreno states in her capacity of the property manager have received
from other unit owner’s complaints about the complainant. I would like to
view the list in the hearing. I have a signed document from tenants/ owners
that say they never had problems with me.

16. Respondent Lopez denied that she told complainant she could not come to the
meetings. Respondent stated that we do not speak. We have spoke to each
other in the past the time we did not speak was during the investigation we
were not suppose to talk. Once again the association meetings is held in only
Spanish I have a witness.

17. Respondent stated that I would not go to the respondent about the elevator I
was not suppose to talk to her during the course of the investigation I
contacted the management company or the elevator company they would tell
me I had to have P&M call. They stated most times they try to have it
repaired as soon as possible. But most times is not acceptable I have a
disability that requires the elevator to be accessible and in proper working
order to allow me full use and enjoyment of my home. Respondent said
March 27th, 2004 the elevator had been fixed because of an arrangement was
worked out with the elevator company to accept a down payment and
payment installments. This did not take place until channel 10 became
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involved? The reason someone else was involved now and they see that
discrimination is taking place they couldn’t ignore me any longer. If there
was not any discrimination taking place both P&M and Ms Lopez would have
had it fixed a month ago. They made arrangements when channel 10 got
involved they jump up then and fixed it.

18. Ms Lopez has harassed me by telling residents that I’m mentally disabled and
she talks about me and tells lies about me.

19. On page 8 about the petition that was signed by several unit owners? I
thought Ms Underwood told me it was a list of 40 owners? What happen to
the list with 40 owners on it? I know and talk to very few tenants in my
building where I reside and very few in building one who are friends and
maybe one or two in building two if they still reside there. The list of 40
people Ms Underwood told me that some on the list do not reside at Tempo so
how would they know of me and what goes on at Tempo, they only signed that
paper based on what Ms Lopez said about me that I’m mentally ill? I hardly
ever come out and when I do I’m either leaving or coming back. I do not stay
in the hallway making noises screaming, or disturbing anyone. I never said I
reside in building 21always said I reside in building 3 at 4301 N.W. 18tb

Street I never gave the address of another building where did Ms Underwood
get that from on page 9? I have never thrown peoples laundry on the floor or
in the garbage.

20. On March 27th Ms Lopez was asked how did she know Ms Martinez has a
history of diagnosed mental health problems Ms Lopez said it is because of
the way she speaks, because of the way she acts, because they complainant
has many personalities. Since Ms Lopez says she does not like the way I speak
or the way I act I have to have a history of mental illness? Ms Lopez does not
have a degree in mental health. Ms Lopez claims that she knows nothing of
my past but she says she knows I have a history of diagnosed mental health
problems. Just because she does not like the way I speak or act does not mean
I have a history of mental health problems. Respondent stated she filed a
petition because she was afraid of me, saying I threatened her in 1999 and
tried to take her apartment away from her. I have never threatened her and
have no knowledge of what she alleges me to have tried to take her
apartment. She was never granted a restraining order.

Section 5: State the ultimate facts which show unlawful discrimination on the part
of the respondent. Describe the relief you request and the basis for such relief.
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1. The board association! meeting that takes place is held only in Spanish, not in
English and is never translated. They have the denied the rights of American
people to get an understanding of the meeting in there language.

2. The elevator that is never fixed when broken in a timely manner, they
discriminate against a person or persons that is protected under the FHA
and ADA that I am entitled to have access to my unit on the 2nd floor.

3. Respondent said in writing at least 2 times that I have a history of mental
illness and she has treated me differently because of this perception she hd^-

%7.
The relief I’m asking for is: -

tp?v
1. The Board of directors meetings to be held in both English and Spanish or

provide a translation service. As a non- Hispanic American who is not fluent
in the Spanish language. It is only fair to hold the meeting that all including
myself who comes to a meeting can understand what is taking place at
Tempo.

*= .
)
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2. The elevator to be fixed and up to code in all buildings at Tempo to be fixed
at a faster time frame then 1 or 2 months. Stop ignoring my calls when I call
for it to be fixed. That the respondents arrange to have the elevator company
come and inspect the elevator in the building on a more frequent and regular
basis to make sure everything is working properly. I am entitled to this relief
due to my protected basis having a physical disability, and the need for the
elevator to work properly so that I may access my unit which is on the 2nd

floor.

3. That the respondent apologize in writing for and harassing me as she has
done in the past referring me as “ LA LOCA” in English that means crazy.
And encouraging other tenants to treat me differently by referring to me as
being mentally disabled when I am not, they’re by slandering my name and
creating a hostile environment and making my living here at Tempo
unbearable. I am entitled to this relief because the respondents have deprived
me of my rights to the full use and enjoyment of my home.

4. Ms Lopez put a discriminatory remark in writing about me and goes around
to other tenants with these remarks. This discriminatory act against me has
caused me defamation of my character and slandering my name and libel
that Ms Lopez caused me based on what Ms Lopez told others about me that
resides in my building.
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FloridaCMRightsActof1992, AsAmended
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JUNE 3, 2004

COMPLAINT: LOUIS WASHINGTON
POST OFFICE BOX 1854
ALACHUA, FLORIDA 32616

RESPONDENT: COUNT OF ALACHUA, FLORIDA
C/O LINDA G BOND, ESQUIRE
ALLEN, NORTON & BLUE
11669 MAHAN CENTER BOULEVARD
TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA 32308-5454

FCHR No. 2303967
EEOC No. 15DA301308
SEND COMPLETED FORM TO: THE CLERK OF THE COMMISSION

2009 APALACHEE PARKWAY
SUITE 100
TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA 32301-4857

RESPONSE TO UNLAWFUL DISCRIMINATION CONTINUED

3-4.1once again reiterate that I participated in the Voluntary Physical Agility Test (PAT)
and finished the course in the appropriate time of my own free will.

I, Louis Washington, also declare that when the PAT became Mandatory, I went out
to complete the course and was stopped by Sergeant Certain after I gave him the letter
from my physician.

a-a.

PRIMARY VIOLATION OF CIVIL RIGHTS
A. When ACSD, in Bad Faith, chose to terminate me instead of help transfer me to
another position in Human Relations as it had a few other Detention Officers showed
cruelty and a bias towards particular employees of the Jail.
B. I maintain. The Physical Agility Test does not and is not a crucial part of a Detention
Officer’s job. It is an exercise that has been implemented and violates all parties
involved Civil Rights.
C. The PAT is a dangerous exercise that has left several Officers severely injured. It is
unconstitutional and a threat to the safety of all Officers.
D. I charge that there was more than just a minute sinister shroud of Racism. And even
knowing all of this, I did my very best to excel in all things I attempted to take on.

5. THE ULTIMATE FACTS ALLEGED & ENTITLEMENT TO RELIEF ARE AS
LISTED BELOW:
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C-b. I charge the Alachua County Sheriff Department (Respondent) did
knowingly fire me when it did due to my upcoming retirement, because I had chosen to
then work Drop.

C-c. Allege. I, Louis Washington, submit to the FCHR an example of favoritism
and bias by the ACSD (Respondent).

1. Two Sergeants (Orion Jones and Otis Stover who are both African
American) had disciplinary problems that should’ve cost them their
jobs immediately according to ACSD’s rules. Instead, ACSD chose
to permit the pair to stay on and remain in their position until their
mandatory retirement.

2. This shows that ACSD, when playing god, especially with Sergeants
and higher, who they have deemed almost irreplaceable, ACSD both
can and will use its own discretion when desired to make certain
decisions to assist some while taking a hard stand against others.

3. I also charge that when ACSD is short on staff at the Jail, it amends its
own rules to fit the occasion. Just as I was terminated, ACSD had
hired another group of officers. ACSD will try and shore up their
employee role so it can rid itself of the DO’s who should’ve been
Grand fathered into the system. Not out of favoritism, but simply
because we knew how to do our jobs and do them in the correct
manner.

C-d. To relieve and rectify the issue of my being terminated, I submit that the
Alachua Country Sheriff Department (Respondent) be held accountable of its actions and
made to fully resolve the matter and remove from my permanent record the termination
they have unfairly stigmatized my good name with.

C-e. The Alachua County Sheriffs Department (Respondent) should be ruled to
have acted on Bad Faith and discriminated against only certain Detention Officers at the
time of this dispute. After it became evident that others within the DO ranks were even
more handicapped and a threat to the Alachua County Inmates than me, Louis
Washington, my colleagues, Bergita Evans and James Lee, only then did the ACSD
(Respondent) begin to move these particular DO’s to other jobs or terminate them
outright.

Example. In Detention Officer Pena’s case, high-ranking staff of the
Respondent openly tried to assist Officer Pena in obtaining part (s) of his retirement
during working hours. This same consideration was not shown to me, Louis Washington,
Detention Officer, Bergita Evans, or to the now deceased Detention Officer James Lee.

I submit the practice was unfair and helped strengthen my claim of the staggering
favoritism shown to certain individuals the ACSD deems worthy of being assisted. This
stifling and discouraging air of favoritism and cronyism permeates the Sheriff
Department on all levels.

C-f. I, Louis Washington, do charge that the Respondent knowingly took
Detention Officer Bingham and placed her on TRD transferring her to another position in
Human Resource under the management of Sherry Lawson. Miss Bingham was
receiving her full pay as a Sergeant throughout her Temporary Restricted Duty ended.
ACSD had decided to send Miss Bingham back to her position at the Jail! But chose to
allow her to remain Human Resources and it was directly due to Miss Bingham’s TRD.
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Note: ACSD did not terminate her and then suggest she apply for other positions
within the system. They chose to transfer when and as they saw fit. Therefore, certain
rules appear to apply to only some individuals. Leaving a bewildering and frustrating air
of resentment, backstabbing and fear amongst the other workers.

C-g. I also propose that when or if I obtain an attorney to represent me that
the FCHR allow him to amend any or all of my charges that will best help defend
me in the upcoming hearing.

f ,Jx>LliCo l
LOUIS WASHINGTON Q
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1

gj RESPONDENT HAS VIOIATED THE (Check One)
Florida CivilRightsAct of1992, AsAmended
FloridaFairHousingAct, AsAmended,OR

IN THE MANNER SPECIFICALLY DESCRIBED BELOW:

Q THE DISPUTED ISSUES OF MATERIAL FACT, IF ANY, ARE AS LISTED BELOW:

Q THE ULTIMATE FACTS ALLEGED & ENTTTIJEMENT TO RELIEF ARE AS USTED BELOW:

) additional pages have been initialed, dated and attached

WHEREFORE,Petitioner prays that theFloridaCommissionon HumanRelations enter its order prohibiting the
discriminatory practice andgrantingsuch affirmativereliefas may bejust and equitablein this cause.

* Notethat (

PetitionerDate
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I feel that my injury could have been avoided. The uniforms were not
safe. The raincoats were to thin. When you go inside the equipment area to
wash down the equipment and you find you’re self all wet. The boots were
too tight and narrow. Working with people that did not train you in the right
way.

As bad as my injury was, Mr. Bal Flour should have told me about
workmen’s comp. Their nurse at the work site wasn’t very concerned about
my injury, she told me to see my doctor. I don’t have a doctor or medical
insurance. I went to the Madison Memorial Hospital on 11-3-03. The
doctor there told me that I had cellulites of the legs. They told me to put my
legs in hot water to reduce the swelling. Three days later, I went to see Dr.
Filemon R. Patacxil, MD on 11-6-03. He gave me some band-aids and
medical cream and told me to put the cream on my legs and rap the band-
aids around the legs, then prop the legs up with pillows to help reduce the
swelling.

I think Mr. Bal Flour showed veiy little concern about my leg. With
my legs raped up, I had to see Mr. Bal Flour at 10:30p.m. that night at Gold
Kist. He asked me what happened and I told him, he walked away into the
office. He told me from the office “I will file a report on the incident”. He
did not say anything else. I had drove to Gold Kist on bad legs and drove
back home on them.

The least that Mr. Bal Flour should have done was put me on
workmen’s comp, until my legs got healed. Mr. Bal Flour was not
concerned about his employee’s. The uniforms tear on you, they don’t stop
you from getting wet. He does not give you a locker so that you can keep
your cloths in. He would put you with people who are not fully trained. I
would stand over rails in high places to lock down the machinery. No safety ^what so ever. § __
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